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l. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to introduce in m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm empirical processes, which 
would, for arbitrary m < oo, play an analogous role to that of the uniform empirical process and the 
uniform sequential empirical process in R1• 
To be specific let Xi. ... , X,1 be independent random vectors taking values in Rm. Consider the 
problem of testing a simple hypothesis that these random vectors are identically distributed and the 
distribution function (d.f.) of each X; is some specified absolutely continuous distribution function F. 
Let vn and Zn be the empirical and the sequential empirical processes respectively: 
Zn(s,x) = n- 112 ~[/{X;~x}-F(x)], Vn(x)=zn(l,x). 
i~sn 
For m = 1 let z~ and v?i denote corresponding uniform sequential empirical and uniform empirical 
processes respectively: 
z?i(s,t) = Zn(s,x), v?i(t)=vn(x) for t=F(x). (l.l) 
It is common knowledge that if the hypothesis holds, 1.e. if the distribution of the sequence 
X i. ... , Xn is the direct product I? n = F X ... X F, then 
··~ ··~ 
z0 ~z0 and v0 ~v0 11 11 
in the spaces D[O, 1]2 and D[O, l] respectively. Here z0 and v0 are Gaussian processes with mean 0 
and covariance functions (s /\s')(t /\t' - tt') and t /\t' -tt' respectiveley. The main point is that the dis-
tributions of z0 and v0 do not depend on the d.f. F, that is, the tranformation (1.l) maps Zn and vn 
into asymptotically distribution free processes. 
Since the work of SIMPSON (1951) and ROSENBLATT (1952) it is understood that the process v?i loses 
its key property if m ;;;;.2 - it is no longer asymptotically distribution free (if F is the d.f. of the m-
dimensional random vector X and m~2, then the d.f. of U=F(X) depends on F even when Fis 
absolutely continous). SIMPSON and ROSENBLATT suggested how to avoid the difficulty but the prob-
lem is still alive as is demonstrated by the papers of BICKEL and BREIMAN (1983) and of SCHILLING 
(1983a,b). BICKEL and BREIMAN considered an empirical process based on the m-dimensional 
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analogue of uniform spacings and showed that this process is asymptotically distribution free. SCHIL-
LING considered some "weighted" modification of this process to make it more sensitive to local alter-
natives. 
The opinion of the present author is that the problem of finding a proper substitute for the uniform 
sequential empirical process and the uniform empirical process is still open. Let us consider what 
should be understood as this "proper substitute". Rather let us remark what makes the uniform 
empirical process v?, and the uniform sequential empirical process z?, important in goodness of fit 
theory. 
One important property is, of course, that v?, and z?, are asymptotically distribution free. But that 
cannot be the only necessary property - for example, processes which are identically constant for all 
x and n are asymptotically distribution free but useless. Another important property of v?, and z?, is 
that they are very sensitive to "all" deviations from the hypothesis, that is to "all" alternatives to F 
(see below). To formulate this property precisely, that is, to formulate necessary conditions on the 
processes we are seeking, let us first describe the class of alternatives formally. 
Under an alternative hypothesis it is supposed that the X/s are independent and that the d.f. of 
each Xi is Ain, i = 1, ... , n with the following properties: 
Let Ain =Afn + Afn be the Lebesgue decomposition of Ain into its continous (with respect to F) and 
singular parts. Then: 
n 
I) as n-;.0 ~ v(Afn)-;.0 
i=l 
where v(P) denotes the total variation of P, and 
2) for the functions hn defined by the equality 
[ dA~ ll/2 1 d; (x) = 1+2n112 hn(s,x), i: 1 ~s< ~, 
there is a function h such that 
j lhn(s,x)-h(s,x)j2dsF(dx)-;.0, n-;.oo 
(s,x)E(O,l)XR"' 
J h2(s,x)dsF(dx)<oo. 
(s,x )E[O, I) x R"' 
(l.2) 
An important special case of the alternatives considered 
X 1, ••• , Xn are still assumed to be identically ditributed and 
is that when A In= ... =Ann• 1.e. when 
[ 
dAn ] 112 1 
dF (x) = I+ 2n 112 hn(x) (l.3) 
where 
j[hn(x)-h(x)]2 F(dx)-;.0, J h2(x)F(dx)<oo. 
Another special case is given by so-called change-point alternatives when (l.2) is satisfied with 
hn(s,x)= =l{s;;a.so}hn(x) for some "change-point" soE(O,l). _ _ 
Denote the altern~tive distributions of the samp~ Xu. . .. , Xn by IJl> =Pn(h)=A In X ... XAnn and let 
us use the notation l?n in the case of (1.3), that is Pn =Pn(h)=An X ... XAn. _ 
It is well known that under the conditions I) and 2) the sequence { lfl> n} is contiguous to the 
sequence {Pn} (see OOSTERHOFF and VAN ZWET, 1975, and also GREENWOOD and SHIRYAYEV 1985). 
In this sense the alternatives considered here are the "most difficult" to distinguish from the 
hypothesis. It is also known (cf. KHMALADZE 1975), that under conditions I) and 2) the following 
limit exists: 
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lim v(IP> n(h )-IP> n)=A(h) (1.4) 
n-+oo 
and, in particular, 
lim v(Pn(h )-IP> n) =X(h) (1.5) 
n-+OO 
where A and X stand for the functional of the functions used in conditions (1.2) and (1.3) respectively 
(the precise form of A is simple but we will not need it). 
As the last preliminary step recall some known weak convergence results which we will need in the 
sequel (see GAENSSLER and STUTE, 1979, and SHORACK and WELLNER 1986, for referencees). Let z 
and v be Gaussian processes with zero mean and covariance functions (sJ\s 1)[F(xJ\x1)-F(x)F(x')] 
and F(xJ\x')-F(x)F(x') respectively, and in the case m =1 let z0 and v0 be the Kiefer field and 
Brownian bridge respectively, that is, Gaussian processes with mean and covariance functions 
(s J\s')(t J\t' - tt') and t J\t' - tt'. 
Then 
-
c•il(P,) 
Zn ~ Z+H, 
-
"il(P,) 
Vn ~ v+H(l,·), H(s,x)= J h(o,y)doF(dy) 
(a,y)<(s,x) 
in D[O, 1 r +I and D[O, 1 r respectively, and 
- -
"il(P.) ··il(P,) 
z2 ~ z0 +H0 , v2 ~ v+H0(1, ·), H0(s,t)=H(s,x), t=F(x) 
in D[O, 1]2 and D[0, 1] respectively. Under the null hypothesis, i.e. under lfl>n, these statements hold 
with H replaced by zero. 
Now the following lemma states "sensitivity" properties of z2 and v2. Let P~ denote the distribution 
of a process~ (in the corresponding functional space). 
LEMMA. The following equalities hold: 
v(Pz - Pz +H )=v(Pz0 - Pz"+H" )=A(h) 
and if h(s,x)=h(x) 
v(Pv -Pv+H(I .. j)=P(Pv• -Pv"+H"<l. -i)=X(h) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
The proof of the lemma is left to the reader. 
The second equality in (l.6) shows that in z2 asymptotically nothing is lost that allows one to dis-
tinguish between the null hypothesis and the alternatives I), 2). The second equality in (1.7) shows the 
same for the uniform empirical process v2 in the case of alternatives (1.3). 
Now we are in a position to formulate the formal mathematical problem we are concerned with in the 
present paper. 
We intend to look for transformations w[zn,F] and w[vn,F] of z11 and v11 , which could depend on F 
(as in (1.1)), and which possess the properties listed below: 
1° Under the null hypothesis IP>n the processes w[zn,F] and w[vn,F] should have limit distributions, 
P and Q respectively, which are independent of F for any absolutely continuous F. 
2° a) Under any sequence of alternatives IP>n(h), satisfying conditions 1) and 2), the process 
w[zn,FJ should have a limit distribution_P', and v(P-P')=A(h). 
b) Under any sequence of alternatives l?n(h), satisfying conjitions 1) and 2), the process 
w[vn,FJ should have a limit distribution Q', and v(Q-Q')=A(h). 
Condition 2° means that asymptotically nothing is lost in w[zn,FJ or in w[vn,FJ which would allow us 
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to distinguish between Pn and Pn(h) or between P and Pn(h) respectively. 
As test statistics one can now use various functionals of the transformed processes w[zn.Fl and 
w[vn,F] such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov or w2 (Cramer-von Mises-Srnirnov) statistics. The question 
which particular functional should be used is obviously a separate question and should be treated 
separately in further work. But for any choice of these functionals, that is, test statistics, it seems rea-
sonable from a practical point of view to place the additional heuristic requirements on the tranfor-
mations w[zn.Fl and w[v11 ,F]: 
3° The limit distributions P,Q of w[z11 ,F], w[v11 ,F] respectively should be "simple enough" to allow 
calculation of limit distributions of statistics based on these processes. 
4° The tranformations w[z11 ,F] and w[vn.Fl themselves should be simple so that the test statistics 
can be easily calculated. 
2. THE SCANNING INNOVATION PROCESS; EXAMPLES 
Call a Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance function F(x /\x') a Wiener process w.r.t. F. Put 
D=Dm-I and put (t,U)=t if m=l. Let G(s,x)=sF(x) and let us assume that F(t,U)=t, though it is 
only a matter of notational convenience for Theorems l and 2. 
Consider the processes 
b(s,t,y)=z(s,t,y)+ j z(::::> F(dT,y) 
0 
JI~ w(t,y)=v(t,y)+ l ~'I" F(dT,y) 
0 
where z and v are the Gaussian processes defined in the introduction. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
THEOREM I. The process bis a Wiener process w.r.t. G. The process w is a Wiener process w.r.t. F. The 
relations (2.1) and (2.2) between band z and between wand v are one-to-one. 
For reasons that will be clarified by example 4, we will call w a scanning innovation process for v. 
Theorem 1, particularly the part concerning w, expresses the basic point of this paper. This part 
relates to certain innovation arguments for the process v, and we find it necessary to clarify its statisti-
cal meaning by some examples. 
The first two examples show that when m = l the process w is not new in goodness of fit theory. 
Form= l formula (2.2) takes the form 
w(t)=v(t)+ j ~~~ dT, (2.3) 
0 
which is the well-known Doob-Meyer decomposition of the Brownian bridge v (see e.g. LIPTZER and 
SHIRYAYEV, 1977; for some statistical discussion see e.g. KHMALADZE, 1981). The Wiener process w is 
the innovation process of v, that is for any t the random variable w(t) is measurable w.r.t. the a-
algebra ~t)=a{v(T),T.;;;;t} and the inverse of (2.3) is 
I l 
v(t)=(l -t) J l -T w(dT) (2.4) 
0 
EXAMPLE I. One of the basic purposes of DooB { 1949) was to show that the d.f. of the Kolmogorov 
test is nothing more than the d.f. of sup1lv(t)I. Doob's approach was to observe that 
_!:'.fil_ A P{sup1jv(t)J<A}=P{'v'tE[O,l]: I l_tl< l-t}, 
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and then to calculate the probability appearing on the righthand side. This was convenent because in 
contrast to v the process v(t)/(1-t), tE[O, I], is Gaussian with independent increments. But just this is 
properly explained by the representation (2.4) of v by its innovation process w- it is clear that the 
integral 
I } 
J} -7 w(d7) 
0 
is a Wiener process w.r.t. 8, where 
I } t 
8(t)= f 2 d7=-1 - . 0 (1-7) -t 
RENYI (1953) introduced a goodness of fit test based on the statistic 
Vn(t) 
Rn(t:)=sup1.;;l-E -1- · -t 
Under the null hypothesis the limit distribution of R,,(t:) for fixed E: is that of 
R(t:)=sup,.;; 1-( ...!:'.i!l.1 t -t 
and according to (2.4), R(t:) is the supremum over [O, 1-t:] of a Wiener process w.r.t. 8. Therefore the 
d.f. of RE is 2«1>(x /0")-1, x ;;;.o where a2 =8(1-t:) and <I> is a standard normal d.f., as obtained by 
RENYI. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let O=t0 <t 1, • • • <tN=l be some partition of [O,l] and consider the Gaussian vector 
{!J.v(t;)} of increments !J.v(t1)=v(t;+d-v(t1). Associate with this vector an increasing sequence 
{~~N(t;)} of a-algebras ~IN(l;)=a{v(ti), ... , v(t;)}. Consider the vector {!J.w(t1)} where 
!J.w(t;) = !J.v(ti)- E[!J.v(t; )WN(tJ )]= 
- ~ 
-!J.v(t1) + 1_ 1. !J.t1 . (2.5) J 
In contrast to { !J.v(t1)} the Gaussian vector { !J.w(t1)} has independent coordinates, and (2.5) is a 
discrete time analogue of (2.3). Define increments !J.wn(t1) using (2.5) with !J.v(t;) replaced by !J.vn(t;). 
the increments of the empirical process v,,. After a simple rearrangement one can easily verify that 
2 _N-1 [/J.wn(t;)]2 
XN.11- ~ E[A 12 J=O uw,,(11) 
coincides with the classical Pearson X: statistic. 
The next example shows that some care must be exercised in extending (2.3) to the multi-dimensional 
case. 
For x~y let [x,y) be the rectangle {x':x~x'<y}. For simplicity let m=2 and let 
O=t0 <t 1 < · · · <tN =I, O=u0 <u 1 < · · · <uN = l be partitions of [O,l]. Consider the partition of 
[0,1]2 by the rectangles [xiJ,xi+l.J+i). where xu=(ti,u1). Let !J.v(xu) be the increment of v on 
[xiJ,xi + l.J + i), i.e. 
!J.v(xu) = v(xi + l.J + 1 )-v(xi + l.J )-v(x;.; + 1) + v(xu) 
and denote by !J.F(xu) a similar increment of the d.f. F. As opposed to the one-dimensional case 
there are several natural choices of increasing families of 8-algebras, which one can associate with 
{ !J.v(xu)}. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Put '!fN(xu)=a{v(x1m),X1m.;;;xiJ}· Obviously §"N={'!fN(x;1)} is an increasing but not 
linearly ordered family of a-algebras. Because of this the increments { LiM 1 (xu)}, where 
LiM 1 (xu)=Liv(xu)- E[Liv(xu)i'!fN(xu)] 
v(x-) 
=Liv(x;j)+ 1 _ Fi;j} Li(xu) (2.6) 
are not independent random variables, in contrast to the m = l case. Consequently the simple equal-
ity (2.6) is not the proper analogue of (2.3), which we seek. 
Consider another natural family of a-algebras '.JCN = {'.JCN(xu)}, where '.JCN(x;1) = 'ifn(t;, I )v'!fN(l ,u1 ). 
The increments { LiM2(xu )}, where 
LiM2(xu) = Liv(xu )-E[ Liv(xu )i:J4i(xu )] 
_ _ v(l, l)-v(l,u1)-v(t;, l)+v(t;,ui) Li 
-Liv(x;1) 1-F(l u-)-F(t- l)+ F(t· u·) F(xu) 
':J ,, 1'} 
(2.7) 
are also not independent random variables and therefore (2.7) is still not what is needed. 
REMARK. For readers familiar with the theory of martingales in two-dimensional time (see CAIROLI 
and WALSH, 1975, WONG and ZAKAI, 1976, see also GIHMAN, 1983, for references), Example 3 shows 
that if '!f={~x)}, ~x)=a{v(y),y:o;;;x} and 
M 1(x)=v(x)+ J v(y) F(dy) 
y.;;;x I - F(y) 
then the process { M 1, §} is only a weak martingale, and not a strong martingale. The process { M 2, §} 
2 _ J ~1.l)v(y) M (x)-v(x)+ Li F(y) F(dy), 
y<;;;x (1,1) 
where, say, Li0 ,l)v(y) is an increment of v on [y, (1, 1)), is also not a strong martingale. 
The last example explains the nature of equation (2.2). 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the a-algebras 
tMxu)=o{Liv(x;m), m~j-1} 
iN<xu)='!fN(xN1)v!2N(xu). 
In contrast to '!fN and '.}(#, the family iN = {iN(xu)} is not only increasing but also linearly ordered -
for any two xiJ and Xtm either ~xu)<;;:j(xim) or ~XtmH;;;~xu). This implies that the increments 
{ Liw(xu)}, where 
Liw(xu) = Liv(xu )-E[Liv(x;1 >liN(xu )] 
_ v(t;, l)+v(x; + 1,1)-v(xu) 
-Liv(xu)+ 1-F(t;, l)+ F(x; + l,J)- F(xu) LiF(xu) (2.8) 
are independent Gaussian random variables. Equality (2.2) is nothing more than a continuous time 
version of (2.8), and Theorem 1 states that the a-algebras !2N(xu) can be neglected as N increases. 
Let { Liwn(x;1)} be the increments obtained by replacing v by Vn in (2.8). Then the process 
N Liw (x·) wN,n(x)=_~ (E[Li n( .\]2)~ l{xu<x} 
,,1 =1 Wn XIJ 
is a discrete time analogue of the process w~ in Theorem 3 below, and 
•· 
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2 _ ~ [~wn(Xij)]2 
XN,n - .t.J 2 
i.j=I E[~wn(Xij)] 
is again the classical x2 statistic. 
PROOF OF THEOREM I. Since z is a Gaussian process with mean 0 and b is a linear transformation of 
z, the process b is also Gaussian with mean 0. By direct calculation the covariance function of b can 
be shown to be (s /\s')F(x /\x'). Therefore b is a Wiener process w.r.t. G, and, consequently, w is a 
Wiener process w.r.t. F. It can easily be shown that 
I .,. 1 
z(s,t,y)=b(s,t,y)- f f-1 _ b(s,du,D)F(d'T,y) 00 u 
is the inverse of (2.1) and all that remains is an argument showing that this inverse is unique. But the 
equation 
t !M.!z.!!l 
O=<P(t,y)+ f l ~'T F(d'T,y) 
0 
(2.9) 
has the unique solution cf>=O. Indeed, if we put y =O we get an equation for <P( • ,0), which obviously 
has the unique solution <P( · ,O)=O. Therefore the integral term in (2.9) is zero and this implies that 
cf>=O. D 
3. CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION 
Define the process bn, a sequential empirical scanning process, and wn, an empirical scanning process 
by: 
ft Zn(s, 'T,0) bn(s,t,y)=zn(s,t,y)+ l -'T F(d'T,y), 
0 
ft Vn('T,0) Wn(t,y)=vn(t,y)+ ~F(d'T,y). 
0 
THEOREM 2. Let band w be Wiener processes w.r.t. G and F respectively. Then as n~oo 
•D(IP',) •D(IP',) 
bn ~ b, Wn ~ W 
(3.1) 
i!J the spaces D[O, l]m +I and D [O, 1 r respectively. Under any sequence of alternatives 
Pn(h), n = 1,2, ... , satisfying 1) and 2), 
- -
•](IP',) "D(P,) 
bn ~ b+µ, Wn ~ w+µ(l, ·) 
where the shift function µ is 
µ(s,t,y)=H(s,t,y)+ j Hfs~T;D) F(dT,y) 
0 
and H is as defined in the introduction. 
REMARK. The process bn '(and wn) can be written in the following simple form 
- -0 ft 1-J{X;~(T,0)} -bn(s,x)-n · ~ [J{X;~x}- 1 _ F(d'T,y)], x-(t,y) ;.,;;sn 0 'T 
(3.2) 
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By the way, this allows us to view (3.2) as a Doob-Meyer decomposition of a multi-parameter point 
process 
~n(s,x)= ~ l{Xi,;;;;;x} 
i~sn 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The mapping <f>(s,x )~</>(I ,x) from D(O, I r1+ 1 to D(O, l]m is continuous and 
hence the statement for Wn follows from that for bn. Consider bn. The mapping <P(s,t,y)~<f>(s,t,O) from 
D[O, l]m + 1 to D[O, I ]2 is continuous and the convergence of <Pn to continuous <P in D[O, I r1+ 1 implies 
convergence of <Pn(s,t,U) to <f>(s,t,O) for alls and t. Besides, 
SUPs.1 l<f>(s, t, D )j < 00 
and 
SUPs.r l<Pn(s,t, D)J~sups,r l<P(s,t, O)j 
as n~oo. Hence for any T < 1 the operator 
I T 
Kr<P(s,t,y)=<f>(s,t,y)+ J <f>(t~~O) F(d'T,y) 
0 
is continuous in a neighbourhood of any continuous <f.>ED[O, 1r + 1. Since almost all paths of z +Hare 
continuous and Zn~"il(IP',,)z+H we have that 
-
•i1(1?,,) 
Krzn ~ Kr(z + H) 
in D[O, 1r + 1• Now we prove that, under the hypothesis, 
P{ sups,xlKrzn(s,x)- K 1Zn(s,x)j>t}~O. T ~1 
uniformly inn and 
P{sups,xlKrz(s,x)-K1z(s,x)j>t}~O, T ~1 
But 
JI lzn(S, 'T,0) ,;;;;sups 1 d'T T -'T 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
where the last inequality is true because 'T- F(T,y)=F(T,0)- F(T,y)~O. Since the process zn(s, 'T,0) for 
each 'T is a process with independent increments the process lzn(s, 'T,D)J is a submartingale in s. There-
fore the integral on the right-hand side of (3.6) is a submartingale, and hence 
JI lzn(s, 'T,D)I P{o~~g10 1-'T dT>t},;;;;; (3.7) 
,;;;;;l.E f lv~('T,0)1 d'T,;;;;;l.2(1-T)"2. 
f T -'T f 
This proves (3.4). Since for all 'T the process z(s, 'T,0) in s is a process with independent increments we 
can use the inequalities Q.7) and (3.6) with Zn replaced by z to prove (3.5). But now since our 
sequence of alternatives {IJl>n} is contiguous to {IP>n} (3.4) holds under the alternatives too. Since the 
distribution of z + H is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the distribution of z the relation (3.5) holds for 
z + H as well. An application of Theorem 4.2 in eh. 1 of BILLINGSLEY (1968) finishes the proof. D 
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The processes bn and Wn satisfy conditions 2°, 3° and 4° but not yet condition 1°. What is needed is 
a transformation of a Wiener process w.r.t. F to a standard Wiener process. For m = I we have the 
simple transformation w0(t)=w(x), t =F(x). Form ;;;;-.2 one can use the following lemma. 
Let 
f -1121 - { 0, f =O,oo 
- f-112, O<f<oo 
LEMMA. Let w be a Wiener process w.r.t. the absolutely continuous d.f F and let A c;[O, It be a support 
of the density f of F. Then 
w*(x) = j f- 1121(y)w(dy) 
y~x 
is a Wiener proces w.r.t. the uniform dj on A. In particular if A =[O, It then w* is a standard Wiener 
process. 
For a proof of the lemma simply calculate the covariance function of the Gaussian process w* by 
applying the equality 
E j g(y)w(dy) j g(y)w(dy)= j g2(y)F(dy) 
y~x y~x' y~x x' 
which holds for any function g which is square integrable w.r.t. F. 
Now consider the tranformations 
w[z11 ,F](s,x) = b~(s,x)= j f- 112l(y)bn(s,dy) 
w[v11 ,F](s,x) = w~(x)= j f- 112i(y)w11 (dy) (3.8) 
r ,,;;x 
THEOREM 3. Let b * and w * denote the standard Wiener process on [0, 1]'1i+ 1 and [0, l]m respectively. 
Suppose that the support A of the density fin ( 3. 8) is the whole of [O, 1 t. Then 
··~!?.) •11(1?.) 
b;, --4' b*61 w~ -7 w* 
in the spaces D [O, 1 r +I and D [O, l r respectively. Under any sequence of alternatives {P n(h)} 
- -
·11(1?.J ··~!?.) 
b~ ~ b* +µ·, w;, ~ w* +µ*(I,·), 
where the functionµ* is given by 
µ*(s,x) = J 1-112i(y)µ(s,qy) 
y~x 
and µ is defined as in Theorem 2. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the convergence of b~ (cf. the proof of Theorem 2). Let 
f l/2( ') fr<P(s,t,y) = J <P(s,T,0) 1 :~} dTdy' (T._r'),,;;(1 T,r) 
and 
z~(s,x) = j f- 112i(y)z11 (s,dy), z(s,x)= J f- 112>(y)z(s,dy). 
10 
Then 
The prooJ will follow from the next four statements 
''il(P ,,) 
1) z;, ~ z* +H*, H*(s,x)= J f- 112>(y)H(s,dy), 
~·~ y~x 
2) {z;,,z11 }~{z* + H* ,z + H} in the space D[O, lr1+ 1 XD[O, l]"' + 1, 
3) for any T < 1 the operator er is continuous in a neigbourhood of any continuous function, 
4) under the hypothesis 
P{sups,xlf.rz11 (s,x)-e,z11 (s,x)l>£}~O. T ~1 
uniformly in n, and 
P{ sups,xlerz(s,x)-e1z(s,x)1>£ }~o. T ~1 
Indeed since almost all paths of z +Hare continuous it follows from 2) and 3) that for all T< I 
-
''D<P,,) 
z;, + f.rz11 ~ z* + H* +f.r(z + H) 
From 4) (cf. reasoning immediately after (3.8)) it follows that 
-
vil(lf>,,) 
z;, + e1z11 ~ z*+H·+e1(z+H)=b*+µ• 
Therefore we need only prove statements 1) - 4). Butz;, is a sum of independent random functions: 
z;,(s,x)=n- 112 ~ [f- 112>(Xi)l{Xi.;;;;x}-U(x)] 
i~sn 
where U denotes a uniform d.f. on [O, 1 r1. Thus the proof of 1) follows the same line as that of 
''D<P,,) 
z11 ~ z + H, so there is no need to repeat it here. To prove 2) recall that z;,(s,x) and z11(s,x) for alls 
and x are sums of independent random variables. Consequently, the convergence of the finite-
dimensional distributions of { z;,,z11 } easily follows from the central limit theorem. Since z;, and z11 
separatez are converfent in distribution the sequence of distributions of the pair {z;,,z11 } is tight in 
D [O, 1 r I x D [O, l]m I and this finishes the proof of 2). Statement 3) holds because the mapping 
cp(s,t,y)~<P(s,t,O) is continuous and the function/112(t,y)/(l-t) is integrable on [O,T]X[O,lr'- 1• To 
prove 4) observe that 
sups,x 1erz11(s,x )- e.1 z11(s,x )I .;;;; (3.9) 
J
I lz11 (s;r,D)I JI lz11 (s, T,D)I 
.;;;; sups l -T g(T)dT .;;;; sups l -T dT 
T T 
where the function g is given by 
g(T) = J j112(T,y)dy.;;;;( J j(T,y)dy)112 =}. 
y..;;1 y..;;1 
An application of (3.7) establishes the first relation in 4). The second relation can be proved in the 
same way. 0 
For computational converience the processes b;, and w;, can be rewritten in the following simple form 
( cf. Remark following Theorem 2): 
b;,(s,n)=n -+ ~[f-+(XJI{Xi.;;;;x}-j l-/{Xi.;;;;(T,O)}/~ (T,y)dTdy], 
i ,.;;sn (7,y)..;;x 1 -T 
11 
w~(x) = b~(l,x). 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
According to Theorem 3 the transformations (3.8) satisfy condition l 0 • According to Theorem 1 the 
transformations (3.8) are one-to-one and hence condition 2° is satisfied. One can say that these tran-
formations satisfy conditions 3° and 4° too. Regarding in particular the use of Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
and w2 statistics, an approximation for the probability 
P{ supx.;;1., Jw*(x)J>A} 
when A is large can be found in PITERBARG and FATALOV (1983). The distribution 
P{ j [w*(x)]2U(dx)<A} 
x~•m 
can be easily calculated as described in MARTINOV ( 1978). However although we have found a solu-
tion to the problem we originally posed, it is clear that it is not the unique solution. In particular, the 
scanning process defined by scanning row-wise as above leads to a different transformation and hence 
to different test statistics from when one scans column-wise. Put another way, we have an unpleasant 
dependence on the choice of lst, 2nd , ... coordinate of our vector observations Xi. We are currently 
looking at other solutions, e.g. scanning in concentric and increasing circles or ellipses. It will be 
important that for instance a system of ellipses can be determined by the data through preliminary 
estimates of multivariate location and dispersion. This is similar to using estimated rather then given 
cell boundaries in a chi-square test. 
In practical situations, goodness of-fit problems nearly always involve estimated parameters, i.e. a 
composite null hypothesis, whereas we have only dealt with the simple null hypothesis case. For the 
case m = l we already have a solution to this problem in KHMALADZE (l 981 ), and it is now quite easy 
to combine this approach with the present one, since both are based on innovation processes. This 
synthesis will be the topic of a future paper. 
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